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About the 2X Challenge

The 2X Challenge was launched in June 2018 as a major new commitment of the 
development finance institutions (DFIs) from the G7 countries (CDP, CDC Group, FinDev
Canada, Proparco, DEG, JBIC/JICA and OPIC, now DFC) to unlock resources that will help 
advance women’s economic empowerment and gender equality. 

These DFIs have since been supporting investments and initiatives that provide women in 
developing countries with access to leadership opportunities, quality forms of 
employment, finance, enterprise support, as well as products and services that enhance 
the inclusion or economic participation of women and girls. The 2X Criteria was 
developed with the support of Dalberg Advisors to help members identify such 
investments and initiatives. 

Since the launch, six new DFI members have joined to expand the commitment: BIO-
Invest, Finnfund, FMO, IFU, SIFEM, and Swedfund. In October 2019, the EIB became the 
first multi-lateral development bank to endorse the 2X Criteria. 

For further information and feedback, please use the 2X Challenge contact form: 
https://www.2xchallenge.org/contact

https://www.2xchallenge.org/contact
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This document is a reference guide for investors and financial institutions wishing to 

align their investments with the 2X Criteria. 

This document is:

• A reference guide primarily for investors and financial institutions (FI) who wish to align 
their gender lens investing (GLI) practices with the 2X Criteria. It provides guidance on how 
to apply the criteria and various frequently asked questions (FAQs). It can also be used by 
independent companies to assess their practices against the criteria, however, much of the 
orientation of the guidelines are geared towards investment transactions.

• Based on FAQs of 2X Challenge Members and decisions of the 2X Challenge Working 
Group* during the initial implementation of the 2X Challenge. As such, it should be 
considered a living document that will evolve as 2X Members and other Investors/FIs 
continue to use and apply the 2X Criteria. 

• Meant to be used in conjunction with other existing 2X guidance documents, including the 
Full 2X Criteria Document which can be found here, the Backgrounder Document which can 
be found here, and the 2X/IRIS+ guidance on 2X Challenge indicators which can be found 
here. This Guide may contain refinement of language from previous documents to improve 
readability and relevance. 

• Applicable to any kind of Investor/FI wishing to use and apply the 2X Criteria, whether you 
are an impact investor, development finance institution, international finance institution, 
multi-lateral development bank, pension fund, endowment, asset manager, private equity 
firm, individual investor or any other kind of investor.

*The 2X Working Group is formed of representatives from all 2X Challenge members and EIB. 

https://www.2xchallenge.org/s/2X-Challenge-Criteria-21-November-2018-sljh.pdf
https://www.2xchallenge.org/s/2X-Challenge-Background-Materials-to-Criteria-20-November-2018-4pff.pdf
https://assets.cdcgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/16111901/How-to-measure-the-gender-impact-of-investments.pdf
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This document is a reference guide for investors and financial institutions wishing to 

align their investments with the 2X Criteria. 

This document is not:

• Meant to be read end-to-end. Investors/FIs should utilize this as a reference guide to locate 
information on specific topics within each of the criteria.

• Meant to grant investors, financial institutions and companies the ability to qualify
investments for the 2X Challenge and does not imply endorsement of an investment or a 
company by the 2X Challenge or its Members.

For further information and feedback about this Guide, please use the 2X Challenge contact form: 
https://www.2xchallenge.org/contact

https://www.2xchallenge.org/contact
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Impact objectives of the 2X Criteria 
The 2X Criteria invest in women in five key ways to meet a range of objectives

As Entrepreneurs1

As Leaders 2

As Employees 3

As Consumers4

Via Financial 
Intermediaries

5

• Expand opportunities for women entrepreneurs by providing access to finance 
• Promote women entrepreneurs as role models

• Promote the benefits of corporate diversity
• Promote women business leaders as role models

• Improve women’s access to quality work opportunities 
• Support women’s career advancement and development

• Provide women access to products and services that address critical barriers to their economic 
participation and success

• Expand opportunities for women entrepreneurs by providing access to finance 
• Indirectly support businesses which are owned, led or founded by women, or that provide decent 

work to women

…in order to:2X addresses 
women…

Overall 
Guidance



Source: 2X Criteria Document 2018, available here. Notes: [1] Commitments to achieve targets in these categories also make investments aligned, including new commitments by existing investees. [2] 
These thresholds vary depending on the sector of the investment. See sector-specific thresholds on subsequent pages of this document. Investor/FI can determine which sector an investment falls 
under. [3] Investments through financial intermediaries may also be aligned if the financial intermediary meets any of the direct criteria. For funds, this requires either that the fund manager itself 
meets one of the categories or that the fund specifically targets women’s economic empowerment. [4] See Appendix for supporting data on thresholds. 

OR

OR

OR

OR

Entrepreneurship

1B. Business founded by a woman

1A. Share of women ownership 

OR1

Leadership

2A. Share of women in senior management1 

2B. Share of women on the Board or Investment Committee1

OR2

Employment

3A. Share of women in the workforce1

3B. One “quality” indicator beyond compliance

AND3

Consumption 4. Product or service specifically or disproportionately benefits women4
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Criteria Threshold4

51%

Yes/No

20% - 30%2

30%

30% - 50%2

Yes/No

In
d

ir
ec

t

Criteria for 2X alignment 
Investments are ‘2X-aligned’ if they meet at least ONE of these five criteria

Investments
through Financial 

Intermediaries (FIs)3

5A. On-Lending facilities: Percent of the Investor/FI loan proceeds or percent                    
of FI’s portfolio supporting businesses that meet direct criteria1

5B. Funds: Percent of portfolio companies that meet the direct criteria1

OR5
30%

30%

9

Overall 
Guidance

Yes/No

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b180402c3c16a6fe0001e45/t/5bdc3ef321c67c31502108f4/1541160694250/2X+Challenge+Criteria+(18+October+2018).pdf
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Investor/FI can consider the following four principles when determining whether an 

investment is 2X aligned

2X not only counts women but also values women
Gender lens investing often focuses on counting women, which may overlook opportunities to highlight or enhance
women’s value, both intrinsically and to investees and society at large. In addition to quantitative criteria that measure
how investees include women, this guidance recommends qualitative criteria that measure how Investors/FIs and
investees value women.

2X celebrates success while encouraging progress
The 2X Criteria can identify and promote best practices by celebrating investees that have already achieved the 2X goals.
Driving change, however, will also require Investors/FIs to encourage and celebrate investees willing to make long-term,
resourced, and measurable commitments to empower women.

2X criteria thresholds are aspirational but reasonable
The 2X Criteria aims to encourage investees to empower women beyond the norm for their sector and geography. Setting 
the bar too low risks approving ‘business-as-usual’ transactions while setting the bar too high risks discouraging investees 
from trying. Setting the bar correctly, a task that will require iteration, has the potential to encourage long-term 
behavioral shifts.

2X criteria leave room for judgment and can be adjusted based on business context
The criteria provide a backbone for gender investment analysis, but each transaction is specific and deal teams should be
able to slightly adapt the thresholds on a transaction by transaction basis wherever it is necessary to encourage change or
recognize investees making transformational efforts to empower women. Some criteria vary by sector, given the wide
range of 2X Investor/FI activities and sector-specific dimensions in women’s representation, but this guidance
acknowledges that there will be other considerations to keep in mind. The room for judgment and considerations to keep
in mind are included in the following pages and include geographic considerations, relative level of improvement in
gender equality, and others.

Overall 
Guidance



Frequently Asked Questions
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The following are FAQs following the initial implementation of the 2X Criteria by 2X Challenge 

members.

Overall

When is 2X alignment assessed?

What type of investee commitments can make an investment aligned? 

How can investments through financial intermediaries be 2X aligned?

1

3

5

2

Can other considerations aside from the Criteria be used to determine alignment?

Click on each question to be directed to subsequent pages with detailed guidance and examples. 

Overall 
Guidance

4 What threshold should be used if an investee sits across multiple sectors? 



When is 2X alignment assessed?                                             
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Illustrative examples:

Investments can be assessed for alignment with the 2X Criteria at any point 
during the course of the investment.1

Investors/FIs must individually assess each investment for 2X alignment. Alignment with the 2X Criteria 
can be achieved by meeting at least one of the criteria at the time of the investment, or making a clear 
and resourced commitment to meet one of the criteria during the life of the investment. The 2X 
Criteria document can be found here and the 2X/IRIS+ guidance on 2X Challenge indicators can be 
found here.

Best Practice: It is best practice to monitor performance against criteria over the life of the investment and to 
proactively support investees to maintain or exceed the threshold.

Example: An Investor/FI identifies a 
new investee that is 2X aligned based 
on the leadership criteria. 

Per best practice, the Investor/FI 
monitors adherence to the threshold 
over time and develops a Gender 
Action Plan to support additional 
efforts to support women’s career 
advancement

✓

1 Overall 
Guidance

Example: An Investor/FI identifies an 
existing investee that does not 
currently meet any of the 2X criteria. 
However, this investee makes a clear 
and resourced commitment to meet 
the leadership criterion during the 
timeframe of the Investor/FI’s 
investment. The Investor/FI identifies 
the transaction as aligned with the 2X 
Criteria.  

✓

Notes: [1] This means over the term of the loan in the case of a debt investment, or over the typical / expected holding period of an investment if an equity investment (e.g., 5-

10 years). This duration typically starts upon signing. [2] Fund investments are Aligned if the relevant funding round closed on or after this date.

How can investments through financial 
intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (2/2)

6 Overall 
GuidanceWho should Investors and Financial 

Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

Entrepreneurship6

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

When is 2X alignment assessed?1

https://www.2xchallenge.org/s/2X-Challenge-Criteria-21-November-2018-sljh.pdf
https://assets.cdcgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/16111901/How-to-measure-the-gender-impact-of-investments.pdf


What type of investee commitments can 
make an investment 2X aligned?
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Illustrative examples:

An investee must make a clear and measurable commitment to meet one of the criteria 
during the course of the investment. 

Commitments should be written and include a mix of specific targets, action items with 
roles and responsibilities, resources allocation, and a monitoring plan.1 They are a tool to 
engage with new investees and 'nudge' existing investees to maintain or make 
organizational shifts that benefit women.

Room for Judgment: Investors/FIs can exercise discretion to assess the quality, clarity, and 
‘measurability’ of commitments.

Best Practice: Investors/FIs can support investees to meet their commitments, for example through the 
use of technical assistance. 

Example:  An investee commits to increasing the share of 
women employees in its operations to meet the 2X sectoral 
criteria via:
1. Clear targets (final and interim)
2. Action items (including revising HR policies for 

improvements on gender equality and inclusion)
3. Monitoring system

The Investor/FI considers the transaction as 2X aligned.

Example: An investee makes a general public 
statement around the importance of diversity and 
the role of gender diversity on the Board of 
Directors. This does not fulfil the requirement for a 
clear and measurable commitment and the investee 
is not aligned with the 2X Criteria.



Notes: [1] Commitments can be codified in documents such as side letter, Gender Action Plan with senior level oversight, Memorandum of Understanding, or similar document 

deemed appropriate by the investee and the Investor/FI. These documents can be binding or non-binding at the discretion of each Investor/FI. 

✓

2 Overall 
GuidanceHow can investments through financial 

intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (2/2)

6 Overall 
GuidanceWho should Investors and Financial 

Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

Entrepreneurship6

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

What type of investee commitments 
can make an investment aligned? 2



Can other considerations aside from
Criteria be used to determine alignment? (1/2)
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Yes, the individual Investor/FI has full discretion on whether or not to identify investments that are 
aligned because they meet one or more of the criteria. 

The assessment of 2X alignment can take into account several considerations: 

• An investment meets one criterion, but falls short on other key areas (e.g., other 2X criteria or ESG 
elements such as gender-based harassment). The 2X Criteria advises that ESG performance should 
be a factor when assessing 2X alignment, to confirm the investee is not contributing to negative 
impacts on women. When significant gaps or chronic underperformance in ESG areas are identified, 
Investor/FI should exercise judgment on alignment based on severity of the risk and the investee’s 
commitment to change. 

• An investment meets the ‘letter’ of the 2X Criteria, but not the ‘spirit’ (e.g., unintentionally aligns 
under a criteria like leadership, but is not making deliberate efforts to consider or support gender 
equality) 

• An Investor/FI would like the investee to have a stronger gender lens because of the context, 
projected gender impact is relatively small proportional to the investment size, or other relevant 
considerations (e.g., the Investor’s own gender strategy). 

Best Practice: It is best practice for Investor/FI to understand if an investee is interested and/or intentional in thinking about gender 
equality, and to support investees to improve. In addition, Investor/FI should seek to understand why an investee may fall short in certain 
areas and should choose to not identify as aligned if there are bad faith actions or evidence of gender bias. If ESG risks are flagged after 
alignment, an Investor may choose to subsequently dis-align an investment.  

3 Overall 
GuidanceHow can investments through financial 

intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (2/2)

6 Overall 
GuidanceWho should Investors and Financial 

Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

Entrepreneurship6

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

Can other considerations aside from the
Criteria be used to determine alignment? (1/2)3



Can other considerations aside from
Criteria be used to determine alignment? (2/2)
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Illustrative examples:

Example: A fund investee meets the indirect criteria by investing 35% 
of their portfolio in women-owned businesses. However, they have 
no women in the C-suite and only 10% female employees. The 
investment is 2X aligned. 

Per best practice, the Investor also supports the investee in taking a 
more intentional lens to their hiring to increase the number of 
female employees at all levels. 

✓

Example: A fund investee meets the fifth criteria by 
investing 30% of their portfolio in businesses owned, 
led, or run by women or that serve women 
consumers. However, they have no women in the C-
suite and has recently been the subject of two sexual 
harassment investigations.  The Investor decides not 
to the identify the fund as aligned. 



3 Overall 
Guidance

Example: A healthcare investee unwittingly meets the leadership 
criteria (40% of senior leaders are women) and not any other criteria. 
The company is 2X identified as aligned.

Per best practice, the Investor identified why the investee wasn’t 
meeting other criteria and further supported the investee in taking a 
gender lens by introducing clear targets on gender diversity and 
more structured hiring processes.
✓

✓
Example: One Investor’s investment was aligned 
under the ownership criteria as it was founded by a 
woman who still plays an active role in the company.  
However, the Investor decided not to identify the 
investment as aligned because the investee did not 
show any other signs of good performance or 
intention to improve on the other criteria.



If the investee makes a 
commitment to improve gender 
equality within the organization, 
the Investor would consider 
identifying it as 2X aligned

✓

How can investments through financial 
intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (2/2)

6 Overall 
GuidanceWho should Investors and Financial 

Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

Entrepreneurship6

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

Can other considerations aside from
Criteria be used to determine alignment? (2/2)3



What threshold should be used if a 
transaction sits across multiple sectors?
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Illustrative examples:

Room for Judgment: The 2X Criteria sectoral thresholds for leadership and employment are based on 
standardized sectoral categorizations and may not always accurately reflect or capture all of an 
investee’s activities. When having to choose between multiple sectors, the Investor/FI can choose to 
aim for the 'primary' sector that the investment maps to, or the one with the higher threshold, or a 
blend if it truly feels like it fits multiple sectors.

Example: An investee provides solar home systems 
to consumers in West Africa.  The Investor/FI maps 
this investee to both the 'consumer services' and 
'infrastructure' sectors and combines both 
thresholds to assess alignment.

✓

Example: An investee provides educational content to 
new mothers via a cellphone application. Women 
comprise 25% of the company’s leadership team. The 
investee classified itself in the telecoms sector (20% 
threshold for leadership), but the Investor/FI decided it 
is more appropriate to map it to the education sector 
(30% threshold for leadership) and uses the higher 
threshold to assess alignment. The Investor/FI decides 
it is not aligned.



4 Overall 
GuidanceHow can investments through financial 

intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (2/2)

6 Overall 
GuidanceWho should Investors and Financial 

Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

Entrepreneurship6

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

What threshold should be used if a 
transaction sits across multiple sectors?4



How can investments through financial 
intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (1/2)
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Illustrative examples:

Investments in financial intermediaries (e.g., banks, microfinance institutions, non-bank financial 
institutions, and funds) can align with the 2X Criteria under both the direct or indirect criteria.

Example: An Investor/FI invests in a bank whose Chief 
Financial Officer is a woman.  40% of the C-Suite are 
also now women, partially due to the bank’s diversity 
efforts in the past 5 years.  The bank is considered 
2X-aligned under the direct leadership criterion. 

✓ Example: An Investor/FI invests in a fund focused on 
supporting youth entrepreneurs in India, half of 
whom will be women. The fund itself does not meet 
any direct criteria, but the investment is 2X aligned 
because the fund’s portfolio meets the indirect 
criteria (more than 30% of the fund’s portfolio by 
volume or value is directed to women-owned 
businesses)

Direct Alignment
'Financial Intermediaries as 

Businesses'

Indirect Alignment
'Financial Intermediaries as 
Capital Providers to Other 

Businesses'

A transaction can be aligned via the direct criteria for entrepreneurship, leadership, 
employment, or consumption if the financial intermediary itself meets the threshold(s). 
In the case of funds, these criteria can be applied either at the level of the General 
Partner (GP) or fund.

A transaction can be aligned via the indirect criteria if the financial intermediary provides 
capital to other businesses that meet the 2X criteria for entrepreneurship, leadership, 
employment or consumption. Use of this criterion should be reserved for financial 
intermediaries that serve businesses rather than individuals. NOTE: Financial 
intermediaries that provide capital to individual women (e.g., MFIs) can be aligned under 
the consumption criteria. 

✓

5 Overall 
GuidanceHow can investments through financial 

intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (2/2)

6 Overall 
GuidanceWho should Investors and Financial 

Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

Entrepreneurship6

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

How can investments through financial 
intermediaries be 2X aligned? (1/2)5



How can investments through financial 
intermediaries be 2X aligned?  (2/2)
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Intermediated investments have to meet different standards to align based on the type of intermediary

Notes: [1]  Investment Committees are generally not relevant for these types of intermediaries. [2] Boards are generally not relevant for funds. [3] More details can be 

found in the consumption criterion guidance. [4] Detailed metrics for this criteria can be found in the 2X/IRIS+ Guidance Note. [5] See FAQs under the indirect criteria for 

examples of funds with an impact thesis relating to women’s economic empowerment. 

Bank, MFI, or other Non Bank Financial Intermediary Fund

D
ir

e
ct

 A
lig

n
m

e
n

t

Entrepreneurship Aligned if it meets threshold for ownership or is founded by a woman/group of women

Leadership
Aligned if it meets financial sector threshold

for Board or Senior Management composition1
Aligned if it meets financial sector threshold for Investment 

Committee or Senior Management composition2

Employment Aligned if it meets financial sector threshold for employment & has one quality indicator beyond compliance

Consumption
Aligned if it meets consumption criteria, i.e., offering financial 

products that specifically or disproportionately benefit women3 Not relevant

In
d
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e

ct
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m
e

n
t

Indirect Criteria4

Directed lending: At least 30% of the Member
investment (by value) must go towards businesses that are aligned 

under 2X direct criteria.

Non-directed lending: Either the on-lending partner commits that 
30% of the Investor/FI’s investment will go towards businesses that 

are aligned under 2X direct criteria OR the on-lending partner’s 
existing portfolio is comprised of at least 30% businesses (by volume 

or value) that meet the direct criteria

One of the following conditions are met:

• The fund specifically targets women’s economic empowerment, 
with a low and/or middle-income country focus5

• At least 30% of the fund’s portfolio companies (by volume or 
value) are aligned or will be 2X aligned (as per a commitment)

Criteria can apply to existing or new funds

Room for Judgment:  
1. Investor/FI can apply judgment to determine if financial intermediaries or funds who meet the criteria but whose employees 

or leaders are based in high income countries should be considered aligned under the direct criteria
2. Investor/FI can apply their judgment to determine whether to align a fund if its GP/management company meets the direct 

criteria, but the fund does not meet the indirect criteria

6 Overall 
GuidanceWho should Investors and Financial 

Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

Entrepreneurship6

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

How can investments through financial 
intermediaries be 2X aligned? (2/2)5

https://assets.cdcgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/16111901/How-to-measure-the-gender-impact-of-investments.pdf
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Guidance on 
Entrepreneurship Criteria



Assessing entrepreneurship alignment
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Investees are aligned with the entrepreneurship criteria if women have a majority stake in, or founded, the 

investee1

Criteria detail

1A. Share of women ownership

• Percentage of the organization that is directly woman owned

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠

• Criteria specifies direct ownership because:

o There is no strong development impact case supporting 
indirect women ownership 

o Sex-disaggregated data on indirect and beneficial 
ownership is difficult to track

1B. Business founded by a woman 

• Investee founded by a woman or a group of women that 
retain(s) an active role in the organization2, 3

Threshold rationale

1A. Share of women ownership - 51% share

• Emerging gender lens investing standards such as 
WeConnect promote investments in majority women-owned 
firms

• Women comprise 18% of all business owners4 in Africa5, 21% 
in Asia6, and 24% in Latin America,7 so opportunities for 
investment exist

1B. Business founded by a woman – Threshold not applicable

Source: 2X Working Group. Notes: [1] See Page 18 for how intermediated investments can align against this criterion. [2] Investees founded by women in any sector are aligned. [3] See FAQs in this section for clarification of 
what it means to retain an ‘Active Role’ in an organization. [4] In this research, ‘Business owners’ are defined as owners who employ at least one employee other than themselves; figures for all businesses are extracted 
from the MasterCard Index of Women Entrepreneurs 2018, based on ILO data 2008-2016. [5] Sample for all businesses includes: Algeria, Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, Nigeria, South Africa, Tunisia and Uganda. 
[6] Sample for all businesses includes: China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. [7] Sample for all businesses includes: Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico and Peru. 

Entrepreneurship

1B. Business founded by a woman

1A. Share of women ownership 

OR1

Criteria Threshold

51%

Yes/No

Entrepreneurship



Frequently Asked Questions: Entrepreneurship
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The following are Investor/FI FAQs following the initial implementation of the 2X Criteria by 2X Challenge members.

Entrepreneurship

Who should the Investor/FI count as entrepreneurs?

How should Investors/FIs define and assess whether a founder retains an ‘active role’ in a 
company? 

6

7

Entrepreneurship

Click on each question to be directed to subsequent pages with detailed guidance and examples. 



Who should Investors and Financial 
Institutions count as entrepreneurs?

22

Illustrative examples:

‘Entrepreneurs’ are either the owners or founders of the investee organization.1

To meet this criterion, women must either own at least 51% of the organization or be a founder of the organization 
that retains an active role.2 A founder is any individual included in the legal registration of the organization with a 
substantial decision-making role when the organization was first established. 

Best practice: When assessing an investee’s alignment with the entrepreneurship criteria because of female founders, 
Investors/FIs should ideally only consider an organization aligned where a majority of the founders were female and 
retain an active role. 

Example: An investee was 
legally registered in 2010 
with equal ownership 
between two women and 
a man. All three still have 
significant roles within the 
company and together 
have majority ownership. 
The investee is considered 
2X aligned.

✓
Example: An ag-tech investee 
was launched in 2010 by two 
men who own the company, 
and on the same day, signed 
three women onto the pay 
roll, who are all now in senior 
leadership roles. Although the 
three women were present 
from day one, they do not 
count as founders and the 
company does not align with 
the entrepreneurship criteria. 



Entrepreneurship

Note: [1] Investing in financial intermediaries that subsequently support women entrepreneurs is covered under indirect criteria [2] See subsequent FAQs in this section for clarification of what it 
means to retain an ‘Active Role’ in an organization. 

Example: An investee was 
co-founded by a husband 
and wife team. The wife 
retains an active role. The 
investee is 2X aligned 
because it has one female 
founder. 

✓

6

Example: An investee was 
legally registered in 2010 
with equal ownership 
between two men and a 
woman. All three still have 
significant company roles 
and together have majority 
ownership. Since best 
practice is to have majority 
female founders, the 
Investor/FI does not 
consider it aligned.



Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

Who should the Investor/FI count as 
entrepreneurs?6
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Illustrative examples:

An active role can refer to a key position in the organization’s senior leadership team (C-suite or 
equivalent). It may also include acting in an advisory capacity for key decisions and does not 
necessarily require a full-time role at the organization. 

Room for Judgment: Based on the specific context of the investee, different decisions could be considered as ‘key’ and 
different roles could be considered ‘active’. Investor/FI can take into account  parameters such as decision-making 
authority, involvement in Board or senior management meetings, presence on investee website or other 
communications materials, representation of the investee externally and other considerations as relevant on an 
investment by investment basis.  

Example: A female entrepreneur founded the 
investee, but has since launched other projects and 
now only engages with the company every month 
for big meetings and strategic planning. As she is 
still key to the company’s strategic direction, the 
Investor/FI considers that the investment aligns 
with the 2X criteria.

✓

Example: A female entrepreneur launched a 
company, and has since sold her majority stake to a 
male-dominated private equity firm. She stepped 
back as CEO, and instead is seen as an expert voice 
on key topics relevant to the company’s decision-
making process. However, she engages irregularly, 
when she is requested by the Board rather than at 
set times, and her advice is sometimes disregarded 
when considering long-term strategic advice. The 
investee does not align with the 2X criteria.



Entrepreneurship7

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
8

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

How should Investors/FIs define and assess 
whether a founder retains an ‘active role’ in a 
company? 

7
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Guidance on 
Leadership Criteria



Assessing leadership alignment
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Investees are aligned with the leadership criteria if women are well-represented at senior manager or Board 

level1

Criteria detail

2A. Share of women in senior management

• C-Suite or equivalent (e.g., Managing Directors, Partners)

2B. Share of women on the Board or IC1

• Share of women on the organization's board of directors or 
other governing body1

• Investees at which women Board members do not play an 
active role2 on the Board should not be counted

• Share of women on Board should also exceed legal minimum 
for investee’s domicile country

Threshold detail and rationale

2A. Share of women in senior management

• Thresholds reflect women’s varied representation across 
sectors

2B. Share of women on the Board or IC

• Several countries have set a 30% target for Board gender 
diversity for state-owned enterprises

W𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

W𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐵𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑑

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐵𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑑
× 100

Group Sector Threshold

Low Infrastructure 20%
Power
Telecoms

Mid Financial Services 25%
Manufacturing 
Agribusiness & Food
Professional Services
Consumer Services

High Healthcare 30%
Education

Source: 2X Working Group. CDC Gender Strategy. [1] For intermediate investments, banks and other non-bank financial intermediaries should count the women in the Board or C-Suite towards the 
threshold, whereas funds should count the women on their Investment Committee or C-Suite towards the threshold. [2] See FAQ for clarification on what it means to retain an ‘Active role’ in an 
organization. 

Leadership 

2A. Share of women in senior management

2B. Share of women on the Board or IC

OR2
20% - 30%

30%

Criteria Threshold

Leadership



Frequently Asked Questions: Leadership
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The following are Investor/FI FAQs following the initial implementation of 2X Criteria by 2X Challenge members.

Leadership

Who can be considered a Senior Manager?

Does having a female Board Chair warrant special consideration?

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an ‘active role’ on a Board?

8

10

9

Leadership

Click on each question to be directed to subsequent pages with detailed guidance and examples. 



Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)
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Notes: [1] See Page 18 for more examples on how intermediated investments can align against this criterion. [2] If investing in a corporate subsidiary, the Investor/FI can 

consider the leadership structure of either the subsidiary or the parent company. For example, if Investor/FI invest in a country-level operating company, they can 

consider the senior management team in-country OR the parent company’s senior management team.  

8

The investee should count employees that are C-suite or equivalent.1,2

Room for Judgment: To determine who should count as Senior Managers, Investor/FI can take into account 
parameters such as whether the individual(s) are involved in determining the organization’s overall structure and 
direction, manage a significant percentage of the workforce, have equivalent authority or directly report to the 
CEO and other considerations as relevant on an investment by investment basis. 

Illustrative examples:

Example: An investee in the health 
sector has one CEO and seven 
directors of different company 
divisions and functions. Collectively, 
they make up the management 
team. Although the CEO is not 
female, the management team in 
total reaches the 2X threshold for the 
health sector. The investee is 2X 
aligned. 

Example: An investee has an eight-
person C-suite team and a ‘senior 
manager’ cohort of 30 people who 
manage junior employees. The C-
suite alone does not meet the 
threshold, although the senior 
managers would. However, the 
senior managers do not guide the 
overall direction of the company, so 
they would not be factored in when 
determining alignment. The investee 
is not 2X aligned. 

Leadership

Example: An Investor/FI invested in a 
Fund. The GP’s leadership is 
composed of all women and the 
Investment Committee has a female 
majority. The investee is 2X aligned. 

✓ ✓

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (1/2)8



Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (2/2)
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8

CEO or Executive 
Director

Department Lead 1 / 
Chief Financial Officer

Department Lead 2 / 
Chief Marketing Officer

Department Lead 2 / 
Chief Operations 
Officer

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Sub-Department Lead 2

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Department Staff 

Sub-Department Lead 1

Highly likely to be relevant to leadership of 
the organization

Could be relevant to leadership of the 
organization, depending on size and sector

Less likely to be relevant to leadership of the 
organization

Stylized Organigram

Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

8 Who can be considered a Senior Manager? (2/2)



Does having a female Board Chair warrant 
special consideration?

Room for judgment: If the investee is in a sector where senior women are under-represented, the 
presence of a female Board Chairperson could be grounds to align an investee who otherwise would 
fall short of the leadership threshold. Investors/FIs can determine if this exception could apply 
based on how far short of the threshold the investee falls, the sector and geographic context, the 
historic context of Board composition, and whether this nomination is accompanied by clear 
intentionality or targets to improve gender diversity on the board.

29

9

Illustrative examples:

✓

Example: A healthcare sector investee has a seven 
person board, two of which are women and one of 
whom is the chairperson. This means the investee 
falls only 2% below the 30% threshold. An 
Investor/FI decides to identify the investee as 2X 
aligned because of the proximity to the threshold 
and the fact that one of the female members holds 
disproportionate influence as the Chairperson.

Example: An investee in the telecoms sector has an 
eleven-person Board, the chair of which is a woman. 
As this represents a 9% share of women on the 
Board, well below the 30% threshold, the Investor/FI 
does not make an exception to the threshold and 
does not identify the investee as 2X aligned. 



Leadership

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

10
Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

Does having a female Board Chair 
warrant special consideration?9



An active role may include acting in an advisory capacity for key decisions. 

Room for judgment: Based on context of the investee, different decisions could be considered as ‘key’ and 
different roles could be considered ‘active’. Investors/FIs can take into account parameters such as the role of the 
Board of Advisors (e.g., strategic vs. titular Board), Board position, attendance and voting in Board meetings, 
oversight of a Board committee and other considerations as relevant on an investment by investment basis. 

How should Investors/FIs define and assess an
‘active role’ on a Board?

30

10

Illustrative examples:

Example: A former female founder stays on the 
Board of her company, is not engaged in the day to 
day activities of the Board, yet is consulted before 
any key changes in strategic direction. She is 
considered an active member of the Board as part of 
the leadership threshold calculations. The Investor/FI 
decides to identify the investment as 2X aligned. 

✓

Example: A family-owned company’s Board has 3 
women and 6 board members total.  The women are 
family members, miss most board meetings, and are 
not part of key committees. The investment is not 2X 
aligned because the female board members do not 
play an 'active' role.



Leadership

What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)
11

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

How should Investors/FIs define 
and assess an ‘active role’ on a Board?10
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Guidance on 
Employment Criteria



Assessing employment alignment
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Investees are aligned with the employment criteria if they provide quality jobs to a significant share of women.1

Criteria detail

3A. Share of women in the workforce

Investor/FI should count the direct workforce, contracted workers, and suppliers as makes sense 
in the investee’s context. A weighted average of relevant groups must be above the threshold or
each relevant group should be individually above the threshold.

• Direct workforce: Share of women directly employed full- and part-time by the investee2

• Contracted workforce: Share of women among third party workers engaged to perform work 
related to core business processes3 for a substantial duration (e.g. a season in the case of an 
agribusiness)

• Suppliers: Share of women among investee’s primary supplier4 workforce (if corresponding 
proportion of primary suppliers meet entrepreneurship or senior management criteria, this may 
also justify 2X alignment)

3B. Quality Indicator

Investee should have one policy or program—beyond those required by local law—addressing 
barriers to women’s quality employment, with evidence of implementation or a commitment to 
implement. Each relevant group that is assessed against this criteria must have a relevant quality 
indicator (see FAQs).

Threshold rationale

3A. Share of women in the workforce

• Thresholds reflect women’s varied 
representation across sectors

• Sectoral definitions vary across 
Investor/FI; each Investor/FI should apply 
the sector-specific threshold it finds to be 
most appropriate

W𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛 Direct Employees

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠

W𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛 in Contract𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠

Group Sector Threshold

Low Infrastructure 30%
Power

Telecoms

Mid Financial Services 40%
Manufacturing – Heavy5

Agribusiness & Food
Professional Services

High Healthcare 50%
Consumer Services
Education
Manufacturing – Light5

W𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛 i𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠′ 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠′𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

Source: 2X Working Group , CDC gender strategy; The GIIN, Iris Database; IFC, IFC Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability, Effective from January 1, 2012. Notes: [1] See Page 18 for how intermediated investments can align against this 
criteria. [2] As per the HIPSO definition, part-time jobs are converted to full-time equivalent jobs on a pro rata basis, based on local definition (e.g., if working week equals 40 hours, a 24 hr/week job would be equal to 0.6 FTE job). If the information is not available, the 
rule-of-thumb is two part-time jobs equal one full-time job. See the 2X/IRIS+ guidance note for more details. [3] Core business processes constitute those production and/or service processes essential for a specific business activity without which the business activity 
could not continue. [4] Primary suppliers are those suppliers who, on an ongoing basis, provide goods or materials essential for the core business processes of the business. [5] This sectoral breakdown encompasses industries with very different women employment 
profiles (e.g., textile industry, which typically hires a majority of women, e.g. 80% in Bangladesh, and the automobile manufacturing, which hires a limited share of women). In general, industries which have a NAICS 31-32.3 or NACE C10-C18 count as light 
manufacturing; industries with a NAICS code beginning 32.4-33 or a NACE code C19-C32 count as heavy manufacturing

Employment 

3A. Share of women in the workforce

3B. One ‘quality’ indicator beyond compliance

AND3
30% - 50%

Yes/No

Criteria Threshold

Employment



Frequently Asked Questions: Employment
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The following are Investor/FI FAQs following the initial implementation of 2X Criteria by 2X Challenge members.

Employment

What are quality employment indicators?

How should the alignment process consider different types of workers?

11

12

Employment

Click on each question to be directed to subsequent pages with detailed guidance and examples. 



What are quality employment indicators? (1/2)

34

The quality indicator can be from one of the three categories below or others that address women’s 
barriers to quality employment. It must be above the legal minimum and there must be evidence of 
implementation or a commitment to implement.  

• Recruitment - Have a clear gender lens in hiring, to eliminate bias and diversify pipeline
• Examples: Targets for gender diversity in recruitment, gender-balanced interview panels, anonymized resume 

screening, trainings for recruiters on unconscious bias, mechanisms to track gender disaggregated data in 
employee recruitment, etc.

• Retention - Ensure an inclusive working environment for all women in the workplace
• Examples: Paid parental leave, flexible working policies, on-site childcare facilities, on-site lactation 

accommodation, a clear Diversity, Equity and Inclusion strategy, Employee Resource Groups for trans-women 
or women with disabilities, etc.

• Career Advancement – Support women’s progression and leadership in the workplace
• Examples: Mentoring, coaching or training1 tailored to female staff, HR Committee or Employee Resource 

Group to track gendered outcomes in promotions or other forms of advancements, trainings on unconscious 
bias in performance review processes, etc.

Note: [1] Mentoring, coaching or training opportunities must intentionally be designed to benefit women in order to be Aligned; guidance based on Catalyst, 

“Mentoring: Necessary but insufficient for Advancement.” and Harvard Business Review, “When Men Mentor Women.”  

11

The 2X/IRIS+ guidance proposes specific metrics that Investor/FI can leverage to measure & monitor alignment. It is best practice to 
monitor implementation and compliance with policies over the life of the investment.

Employment

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

What are quality 
employment indicators? (1/2)11
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Illustrative examples

Example: A company that meets the employment 
threshold reviews unconscious bias in hiring 
decisions and has a dedicated budget for efforts to 
increase gender diversity in hiring so it is aligned 
with 2X on the basis of the employment criterion.

Example: An FI has 55% female employees and a 
‘fast-track’ career scheme which provides additional 
training opportunities for women, such as executive 
coaching and negotiation skills. It is aligned with 2X, 
specifically because the fast-track scheme has a 
gender focus.

Example: An investee has 75% women employees 
and its quality indicator is a generous parental leave 
policy that goes beyond the legal requirements in 
its country. It is aligned with 2X. 

Example: An investee meets the employment 
threshold and has specific protocols in place, with 
evidence of implementation, to support trans and 
LGBTQ employees when they travel to areas with 
restrictive government policies for these groups. 

✓✓

✓

What are quality employment indicators? (2/2)
11

Employment

Example: An investee has 75% women employees, 
but its only quality indicator is a parental leave 
policy which matches the legal minimum 
requirement. It is not aligned with 2X against the 
employment criterion.

Example: An investee meets the numerical 
threshold for female employees and has generous 
lactation facilities (e.g., fridge, hospital-grade pump, 
sink, private locker) for new mothers, going beyond 
the legal minimum to provide a private room that 
can be locked. This counts as a quality indicator and 
the investee is 2X aligned.  

✓

✓

How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?

12
Employment

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

What are quality 
employment indicators? (1/2)11



How should the alignment process 
consider different types of workers?
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12

Investors/FIs can either confirm that each group that makes sense in the investee context meets the threshold 
individually OR the they can take a weighted average of the relevant groups.1 These groups may include 
permanent employees, contracted workers or suppliers, depending on the context. Informal workers cannot be 
counted.

Room for Judgment:  The Investor/FI can determine which employee groups make sense to count considering 
factors such as:
1. Relative size of group (e.g., groups comprising 25%+ of the workforce should be counted)

2. Whether the employee group is critical to functioning of the investee

3. The degree of leverage or influence the investee has over a specific employee group based on its sector, 
geographic or legal context (e.g. in some countries investees may not have the option to readily switch to 
suppliers with a larger female workforce) 

Illustrative examples:

Example: A manufacturing firm relies on a large 
number of part-time seasonal contract staff to help 
process export forms during tax season. As both 
seasonal and full-time employees are critical to the 
business’ operations, they must both be assessed. 
They both meet the threshold and quality indicator, 
so the investee is 2X aligned.

✓

Example: An agribusiness sources from 5,000 
smallholders, 90% of whom are men.  Female family 
members play a significant but informal role in 
growing and picking the crops on the farms, but are 
not part of the contract scheme, and their 
pay/benefits are unclear.  The company is not aligned 
with 2X.



Employment

Note: [1] In addition, each group that is used to assess alignment must benefit from some type of quality employment indicator. The quality employment 

indicator may be different between groups, but one must be present for each group. If one group (e.g., suppliers) are in a vastly different sector, then that 

sector’s threshold may be applied. When developing a weighted average, the Investor/FI can determine which sector threshold would be appropriate to utilize. 

What does ‘specifically/disproportionately 
benefitting women’ mean?

13
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

How should the alignment process consider 
different types of workers?12
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Guidance on 
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Assessing consumption alignment
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The consumption criteria can be aligned if the investee provides goods or services targeting and benefiting 

women.1

Criteria Detail

4. Specifically or disproportionately benefitting women:

Products and services can align if they 

1. Are designed for women’s unique needs;2 or 

2. Address a problem disproportionately impacting women; or 

3. Have a majority of women customers;3 or 

4. Have a majority of women beneficiaries (e.g., a male household member may purchase product, but 
the end users are female household members)4

For each proposed 2X investment, the investee would need to provide rationale for how these 
products/services disproportionately benefit women

Notes: [1 ] Financial institutions (FIs) can align against this criteria if they either design products or services specifically for women’s needs or they on-lend to individual women and these 

women compose the majority of the FI’s customers. More details on intermediated investments can be found on Page 18. [2] Infrastructure transactions would only be 2X-aligned  if there was 

an intention to design or build the infrastructure to specifically serve women better. For example, a road would not be 2X-aligned unless it was designed with women and with routes and 

features that would enhance their safety, security, or access [3] As a general rule, these should be direct purchasing clients. Client proxies (where women are the primary user but may not 

have purchased the product/service directly), should only be estimated where there is intention to support female clients – albeit indirectly.  [4] See FAQ 15 for more details. 

Consumption 4. Product or service specifically or disproportionately benefits women4

Criteria 

Consumption

Yes/No



Frequently Asked Questions: Consumption
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The following are Investor/FI FAQs following the initial implementation of 2X Criteria by 2X Challenge members.

Consumption

What does ‘specifically / disproportionately benefitting women’ mean?

How do we assess whether the gender impact of a product or service is sufficient?

13

14

Does the consumption criteria focus entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?15

Consumption

Click on each question to be directed to subsequent pages with detailed guidance and examples. 



What does ‘specifically/disproportionately 
benefitting women’ mean?

40

13

Designed for 
women’s unique 

needs1

Addresses a 
problem 

disproportionately 
impacting women

Has a majority of 
women customers2

Has a majority of 
women 

beneficiaries2

Example: A bank provides small-ticket, flexible 
repayment loan products to women-owned SMEs, 
reflecting these clients’ desire to adjust borrowing 
strategies based on business needs. As the investee 
consulted female entrepreneurs and designed the 
product for their needs, it is 2X aligned.

Example: A tech platform aggregates demand & supply of 
produce, and provides logistics to move produce, saving 
women time. 65% of its urban street vendor clients are 
women.

Illustrative Examples: Investors/FIs have room for judgment in determining alignment

Example: A ‘virtual witness’ security app for unsafe 
situations directs users toward emergency services. As 
this service is primarily used in locations with high rates 
of violence against women (5x global averages)3 and 
disproportionately benefits women, it is 2X aligned. 

✓

✓

✓

Example: A professional services company provides 
unconscious bias training to employees in large 
corporations. Unconscious bias is known to reinforce 
pernicious gender norms in the workplace and limit 
women’s advancement so the investment is 2X aligned. 

✓

Example: An ag extension service provider trains male 
heads of households in fertilizer application, with the 
understanding they may transfer learnings to their 
wives. As there is unclear intent to ensure women 
benefit, it is not 2X aligned. 



Example: A road construction firm is being assessed 
for 2X alignment against the consumption criteria, 
under the premise that the infrastructure 
disproportionately benefits women by enabling 
them to access employment opportunities and local 
water wells. While this may be true, there is no 
evidence that the firm has taken gender into 
account in its road design which is a requirement of 
infrastructure transactions for 2X alignment1. 



Sources: Analysis from Women’s Economic Empowerment Through Financial Inclusion:  Review of evidence, Innovations for Poverty Action, 2017; Unilever: Opportunities for Women, 2017;  Notes [1] Infrastructure 

transactions would only be 2X-aligned if there was an intention to design or build the infrastructure to specifically serve women better. For example, a road would not be 2X-aligned unless it was designed with women and 

with routes and features that would enhance their safety, security, or access. [2] As a general rule, these should be direct purchasing clients. Client proxies (where women are the primary user but may not have purchased the 

product/service directly), should only be estimated where is intention to support female clients – albeit indirectly [3] App may have been primarily bought or downloaded by men, but was intentionally targeted towards 

women’s safety.

Consumption

Example: A healthcare service provider has increased 
the number of female customers in the past five 
years, but men are still the majority of customers. It is 
not 2X aligned. 



How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

14
Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

What does ‘specifically / disproportionately 
benefitting women’ mean?13



Room for Judgment: Investors/FIs should consider parameters such as whether the product was specifically 
developed for women or would have been developed regardless of women’s needs, whether the gendered impact 
of the product/service was considered from the beginning or as an ex-post label, the percentage of the investee’s 
clients that purchase or use the product/service and other considerations as relevant on an investment by 
investment basis.

Best practice: The Investor/FI should assess ex-post usage of products and services and support investees to 
improve their actions. 

How do we assess whether the gender 
impact of a product or service is sufficient? 

41

14

Illustrative examples:

Example: A rapidly growing chain of 
chemists in a country in Sub-Saharan 
Africa provides affordable drugs and 
healthcare for poor households in 
underserved rural areas. It has an 
equal number of male and female 
customers and the chemist was the 
first firm in its country to offer the 
morning after pill.  The Investor/FI 
decides to identify as aligning with 
2X. 
Per best practice, the Investor/FI
also works with the company to 
consider gender in its provision of 
other products. 

✓

Consumption

Example: A large infrastructure 
project focused on water sanitation 
consulted women as part of original 
stakeholder consultations and 
strategically designed the locations 
of latrines within rural villages to 
specifically balance the need for 
privacy with the safety risks of 
isolation. As it did consider gender in 
the design of the project per 2X 
requirements and changed its plan 
to address women’s needs, the 
Investor/FI decides to identify the 
transaction as 2X aligned.

Example: A bank has a credit card 
that is marketed towards women; 
however, it is unclear what research 
was done to design the product for 
women and only 5% of the bank’s 
credit card customers choose this 
specific product. The Investor/FI 
decides not to identify the 
transaction as 2X aligned.

✓

Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

15
Consumption

How do we assess whether the gender impact of a 
product or service is sufficient?14



Does the consumption criteria focus 
entirely on clients or also end beneficiaries?

42
[1] Household multipliers should not be used when assessing beneficiaries. If the company/organisation is unable to report on number of clients based on direct data – for 

example, if products are sold via a network of distributors and number of clients reached is estimated based on number of units sold – then details on how and why these 

assumptions were made should be included in the reporting template. 

15

An investee can align if women are either clients or end-beneficiaries of its product and service. 

Best practice: As a general rule, women should generally be direct purchasing clients for an investment to be 2X 
aligned. Client proxies (where women are the primary user but may not have purchased the product/service 
directly) should only be estimated where there is intention to support female clients – albeit indirectly. Regardless 
of who is the purchaser or beneficiary, Investor/FI must ultimately determine whether this product or service 
intends to benefit women, to determine 2X alignment.1

Illustrative examples:

Example: A ‘virtual witness’ security app enables 
users to report unsafe situations to emergency 
services. It is used often in locations with high rates 
of violence against women (5x global averages). The 
app may have been primarily bought or used by 
men, but was 2X aligned as it was ultimately targeted 
towards women’s safety.

✓

Example: Women comprise >60% of direct 
purchasing clients for an apparel manufacturer 
selling women’s, men’s and children’s clothing in East 
Africa, due to cultural norms governing who makes 
household purchases.  While it may be technically 
aligned for 2X, the Investor/FI decides not to identify 
the company as aligned as it isn’t primarily 
benefitting women consumers.



Consumption

Does the consumption criteria focus entirely on 
clients or also end beneficiaries?15
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Guidance on Indirect Criteria 
Investing through financial intermediaries



Assessing indirect alignment

44

Investments through financial intermediaries are aligned for 2X indirectly

Criteria detail
5A:  On-Lending facilities 1

• Directed lending:  At least 30% of the Investor/FI investment (by value) must go 
towards businesses that are aligned against 2X direct criteria.

• Non-directed lending:  Either the on-lending partner commits that 30% of the 
Investor/FI investment will go towards businesses that are aligned against 2X direct 
criteria OR the on-lending partner’s existing portfolio is comprised of at least 30% 
businesses (by volume or value) that meet one of the direct criteria.  

For both directed and non-directed lending, a best practice is for Investor/FI to monitor 
the use of funds to ensure compliance over time.  The 2X/IRIS+ Guidance Note has 
indicators that can support monitoring.

5B:  Funds 

• One of the following conditions are met

• The fund specifically targets women’s economic empowerment as part of its 
investment strategy, with a low and middle-income country focus

• At least 30% of the fund’s portfolio companies (by volume or value) are 
aligned or will be aligned (as per a commitment)

• Criteria can apply to existing or new funds

Threshold rationale

Portfolio – 30% by value OR volume2

• Women consistently have lower access to 
finance than men therefore access to 
investment is beneficial

Note: [1] This category includes banks, MFIs, and non-bank financial [2] Volume indicator is number of businesses; value indicators is dollars lent or invested in businesses.

Investments
through Financial 

Intermediaries (Fis)3

5A. On-Lending facilities: Percent of the Investor/FI loan proceeds or 
percent of FI’s portfolio supporting businesses that meet direct criteria

5B. Funds: Percent of portfolio companies that
meet the direct criteria

OR5
30%

Criteria Threshold

Indirect

30%

https://bit.ly/32XH619%20%5b4


Frequently Asked Questions: Indirect

45

The following are Investor/FI FAQs following the initial implementation of 2X Criteria by 2X Challenge members.

Indirect Criteria

16

17

How should Investors/FIs deal with actual use of capital by financial intermediaries and funds?

Can holding companies or SPVs be assessed for alignment with the 2X criteria?

For funds, what does it mean to target women’s economic empowerment?

Indirect

18

Click on each question to be directed to subsequent pages with detailed guidance and examples. 



If an Investor/FI mandates the use of capital, then at least 30% of its investment must go to aligned 
businesses. If an Investor/FI does not mandate use of capital, the FI Investee must demonstrate that 
over 30% of its portfolio is already composed of 2X aligned businesses, or effectively ‘commit’ to 
using 30% of the investment towards aligned businesses. For funds, the fund must commit that 30% 
of the total fund portfolio will go towards 2X aligned businesses.1

This commitment (like any other 2X commitment) should be clearly written and monitorable over 
time (see FAQ 2 under overall guidance). 

Best practice: Investor/FI must track data over time as feasible, or ensure the investee makes a good faith effort to 
use funds as directed, e.g., via monitoring or keeping records of fund use. The 2X/IRIS+ Guidance Note has 
indicators that can support monitoring.

How should Investors/FIs deal with actual use 
of capital by financial intermediaries and funds?

46

16

Illustrative examples:

Example: An Investor/FI invests in a new private 
equity fund. It has never targeted women’s 
economic empowerment in its strategy before, so 
the Investor/FI asks them to commit that 30% of the 
fund’s portfolio must be lent to SMEs which meet 
one of the direct criteria. With the commitment, the 
investment is thus 2X aligned. Per best practice, the 
Investor/FI monitors the fund’s portfolio over time to 
ensure good faith efforts.

✓

Example: An Investor/FI makes a loan to a bank for 
on-lending to SMEs. The Investor/FI mandates that 
over 30% of the investment will go to women-owned 
SMEs. Given the mandate on how to deploy capital, 
the investment is 2X aligned. 

✓

Note: [1] For funds that specifically target women’s economic empowerment in low and middle-income countries, they do not need to meet a threshold target. If funds have 
already partially deployed funds, they are still required to commit that their overall portfolio will be above the 30% threshold. 



Based on the GIIN’s definition, a thesis to invest in women can include one or more of: 

1. Investing with the intent to address gender issues or promote gender equity, e.g., by investing in women-led businesses, 
enterprises that promote workplace equity, or products and services that benefit women and girls.

2. Investing via a process that focuses on gender, from pre-investment activities (e.g., sourcing and due diligence) to post-deal 
monitoring. Parameters of a gender lens can include gendered questions in the sourcing and due diligence phase, development 
of action plans with a gender component, capturing of gender-disaggregated data, and other considerations on an investment 
by investment basis.

3. Investing via a strategy that examines investee’s use of a gender lens in their mission, vision, organizational and human 
resources structure, or data / metrics.

Best practice: Funds should not align solely on the process, but also either on strategy or intent.

For funds, what does it mean to target 
women’s economic empowerment?

47Source: GIIN Repository of Gender Lens Investing Resources.

Example: A fund focuses on 
supporting female entrepreneurs in 
South Asia, via a portfolio that 
includes direct equity stakes in 
women-led businesses and training 
services for aspiring entrepreneurs.  
The fund has a clear intent to address 
gender equality. 

✓
Example: A fund makes public 
statements about the importance of 
gender diversity.  These do not 
demonstrate intent or strategy and do 
not make it aligned with 2X.



Illustrative examples:

Example: A fund has a strategy to look 
at the gender lens of its portfolio 
companies by looking for companies 
where the organizational structure 
and culture and use of data supports 
gender equality. This investee would 
be 2X aligned.  

✓

17



Can holding companies or SPVs be assessed for
alignment with the 2X criteria?

48

Room for Judgment: In general, the ultimate ‘real world’ use of funds is what matters. If the holding company or 
SPV has no ‘substance’ in the real world and simply channels funds directly to an operating company (or related 
group of companies) that is 2X aligned under the standard direct criteria, the investment will be aligned. If the 
holding company functions more like an investment fund (i.e., channels money to multiple unrelated companies), 
the indirect criteria can be used. If the holding company itself has ‘substance’ in the real world (i.e., its own 
employees, management, and substantive board), the holding company itself can be assessed for alignment under 
the 2X direct criteria.

Illustrative examples:

Example: An Investor/FI invests in a fintech company 
which intends to provide loans for women customers. 
However, to do so, it sets up an SPV based in 
Switzerland. The investment can still be aligned for 
2X, as the SPV is established to provide capital for on-
lending to at least 30% women customers.

✓
Example: An Investor/FI invests in a garment 
manufacturer selling fabrics and finished textiles to 
households in East Africa. The garment 
manufacturer operates globally, and does not meet 
any of the direct 2X criteria. For operational 
reasons, the Investor/FI invests through a Mauritius 
holding company with a ‘board’ consisting of 3 
representatives, of whom 2 are women. The 
investment does not align for 2X as the holding 
company's board is purely an artifact of the 
investment process and the funds are ultimately 
channeled to a company with no alignment with 
2X.



Example: An Investor/FI invests in a holding company 
‘platform’ that will establish a chain of hotel 
subsidiaries under one brand in various African 
countries. The platform sponsor commits that 
female employment across the chain will reach 50% 
and it will implement a quality indicator, in line with 
the employment criteria for Consumer Services. The 
investment is 2X aligned.

✓

18



Appendix
Glossary and supportive 
data on thresholds

*Supportive data is an update to what is in the Background 
Document

Image Source: 2X



Glossary
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Definitions and guidance for the indicators

Key term Definition Usage guidance Source

Board A board of directors is a group of 
individuals legally responsible to govern a 
corporation and responsible to the 
shareholders and other relevant 
stakeholders.

A governing body with a different name (e.g., "advisory 
body") may be considered a Board of Directors provided it has 
a fiduciary responsibility to shareholders and/or other 
relevant stakeholders

The GIIN, IRIS Database

Contract Work Workers engaged through third parties to 
perform work related to core business 
processes of the project for a substantial 
duration 

Core business processes constitute those production and/or 
service processes essential for a specific business activity 
without which the business activity could not continue

IFC, Performance 
Standards

Ownership Business owners have the control over a 
business enterprise and are able to decide 
its functioning principles and operations

Direct ownership only: Where regional or local laws apply for 
calculating ownership by previously excluded groups 
(including women), reporting should be consistent with these 
laws. Where laws do not exist, shares that are publicly traded 
or owned by institutions cannot contribute to the number of 
female owned shares

The GIIN, IRIS Database

Senior 
Management 

Senior management is defined as those 
holding C-suite jobs, such as chief 
executive officer (CEO), chief operating 
officer (COO) or chief finance officer 
(CFO), managing directors or partners

C-Suite or equivalent (e.g. Executive Directors, Senior 
Managers, Partners)

Grant Thornton research

Source: Dalberg Analysis, The GIIN, IRIS Database, IFC Performance Standards



Entrepreneurship

51

Women-owned enterprises accounts for 3-46% of all businesses in selected markets
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Women Business Owners1 as a % of Total Business Owners
Sample of countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America,
2008-2016 (all business sizes)
Source: Mastercard Foundation, based on ILO data

Share of women owned2 SMEs3 by region
2011
Source: IFC

Africa
Latin America 
& Caribbean Asia Global

Please note that these figures do not describe the distribution of 
women owners across firms. The prevalence of businesses with a 
51% share of women in each country is unknown.

Source: MasterCard Index of Women Entrepreneurship 2018, https://mstr.cd/2KmBaZ1; IFC, Women-Owned SME: A business Opportunity for financial institutions, 2014

https://bit.ly/2XjPp69 . Notes: (1) “Business owners” are defined as owners who employ at least one employee other than themselves; (2) At least one woman owner of the 

company, (3) SME is defined as a formal (registered) enterprise in the non-agricultural private sector with 5 to 250 employees



Leadership (1/3)
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Data on the share of women in senior management varies widely

Women as % of Senior Management

2015, 2016 and 2017

10%

30%

0%

20%

40%

Consumer Goods

Education

Professional and Business services

Healthcare

Financial services Power

Agribusiness & Food

Manufacturing

Telecoms

Infrastructure

Average of two global benchmarks1, 2015 and 2017

Share of women among C-Suite (CEO, CFO, COO, MD) that are also on Board in a sample of`~1k+ 
listed companies in ten African countries – The BoardRoom Africa2

Senior management (ExCo or direct reports) in sample of 55 African companies - McKinsey3

30%

23%

30%

AsiaAfrica Latin 

America

Women as % of Senior Management

Grant Thorton, 2018

Counts C-suite jobs, such as chief executive officer 
(CEO), chief operating officer (COO) or chief finance 
officer (CFO), managing directors or partners

2X Investor/FI should collect data on share of women in senior management and revise the thresholds accordingly

Source: (1) (a) Grant Thornton, Women in Business: The path to leadership, 2015, and (b) World Economic Forum, The Future of Jobs, 2016; (2) The 

Boardroom Africa 2017, n=1k+; McKinsey & Company, Women Matter Africa survey data, 2015; n = 55



Leadership (2/3)
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Women make up 5-31% of total Board members in selected developing countries

Source: AFDB, Where are women?, 2014; Credit Suisse, The CS Gender 3000: Reward for Change, 2015; Women on Board Pakistan, Nigerian Stock 

Exchange, Superintendencia Financiera de Colombia Database 
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Latin America 
& Caribbean Asia Global Global leader
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Data from 2014, 2015 or 2016

Please note that these figures do not describe the distribution
of women across Boards. The prevalence of Boards with a 30% 
share of women in each country is unknown.



Leadership (3/3)
‘Well-represented’ means 20-30% of the Board or senior management are women

0%

10%

30%

20%

40%

Share of women in Senior Management in ten sectors1

Illustrative average of two global benchmarks2

2015 and 2017 

Financial services

Education

Healthcare

Professional and Business services

Agribusiness & Food

Consumer Goods

Manufacturing

Power

Telecoms

Infrastructure

Proposed Threshold - High

Proposed Threshold - Mid

Proposed Threshold - Low

0%

20%

10%

30%

40%

Asia2Africa1 Latin America3 CDC’s 
portfolio4

13%
10%

13% 13%

Women Members of Boards as a % of Total Board Members

Simple average of country level averages from Africa, Asia and Latin 
America, data from 2014, 2015 or 2016

Region Countries Threshold

Africa Kenya 33%

Nigeria 40%

South Africa 30%

Asia India Min. 1

Malaysia 30%

Latin America Colombia 30%

Legal women representation quota for Boards of SOEs or Publicly 
Listed Companies, 2018

Note that these are regional averages; the distribution of 
women Board members (and the share of firms meeting the 
30% target) is generally unknown

Data for developing countries is scarce and evidence 
is mixed – please refer to Appendix 

2A. Senior Management 2B. Board Membership

Source: 2X Background Document available here. Mgmt: Notes: (1) Figures are averaged across two benchmarks, which use slightly different definitions for senior management and standardized sectoral definitions. We standardized 
definitions by adapting the three benchmarks (e.g. we considered “Agriculture, Hunting, Fishing and forest” from the Grant Thornton benchmark as “Agriculture”); (2) Sources: (a) Grant Thornton, Women in Business: The path to 
leadership, 2015, and (b) World Economic Forum, The Future of Jobs, 2016. Grant Thornton uses data from Russia, Georgia, Poland, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, France, Armenia, Sweden, South Africa, Nigeria, Indonesia, New Zealand, 
Netherlands, Botswana, Argentina, Brazil, India, Germany, and Japan. WEF uses data from the US, Mexico, Brazil, the UK, France, Italy, Germany, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, India, China, Japan, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Australia. Board: Notes: (1) Include: Botswana, Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia; (2) Include: China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, 
Thailand, Vietnam; (3) Include Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago. Sources: AFDB, Where are women?, 2014; Credit Suisse, The CS Gender 3000: Reward for Change, 2015; Women on Board Pakistan, Nigerian Stock 
Exchange, Superintendencia Financiera de Colombia Database. 
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https://bit.ly/2KhhvtE


Employment (1/3)
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Women’s workforce participation varies narrowly by country and region
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Share of women in the workforce in nine sectors 

by country, data from 2008 to 2017

Source: United Nations System in China, Gender Equality in China's Economic Transformation, 2014; Danish Trade Union Council for International Development Cooperation, Cambodia Labour Market Profile, 2014 (2004 figures); 
ILO and ADB, Gender Equality in the Labor Market in the Philippines, 2013; Indian National Sample Survey Organisation, 68th round of employment and unemployment, 2011-12; McKinsey Global Institute analysis ; Ghana 
Statistical Service, National employment Report, 2015; Statistics Botswana, Formal Sector Employment Survey, 2016; National Bureau of Statistics, National Manpower Stock and Employment Generation Survey, 2010; The Federal 
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia Central Statistical Agency, National Labor Force Survey, 2013; University of Amsterdam, An overview of women’s work and employment in Zambia, 2009; Tanzanian National Bureau of Statistics, 
Integrated Labor Force Survey, 2014; University of Amsterdam, An overview of women's work and employment in Brazil, 2009; INEGI, Database Mexico, 2016; World Bank, Equidad de género en el mercado laboral en Nicaragua, 
2008



Employment (2/3)
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Except for consumer services, regional averages are in line with global averages
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Data from three global benchmarks and aggregation of regional benchmarks, data between 2008 and 2017

Source: World Economic Forum, The Future of Jobs, 2016, International Labor Organization, Dataset 2008-2016, and UN Women Database, 

Share of women in subcategories of the service sectors, 2008-2015



Employment (3/3)
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The ‘significant share’ of women in workforce varies from 30 to 50% depending on sector

Source: United Nations System in China, Gender Equality in China's Economic Transformation, 2014; Danish Trade Union Council for International Development Cooperation, Cambodia Labour Market Profile, 2014 (2004 figures); 
ILO and ADB, Gender Equality in the Labor Market in the Philippines, 2013; Ghana Statistical Service, National employment Report, 2015; Statistics Botswana, Formal Sector Employment Survey, 2016; National Bureau of Statistics, 
National Manpower Stock and Employment Generation Survey, 2010; The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia Central Statistical Agency, National Labor Force Survey, 2013; University of Amsterdam, An overview of women’s 
work and employment in Zambia, 2009; Tanzanian National Bureau of Statistics, Integrated Labor Force Survey, 2014; University of Amsterdam, An overview of women's work and employment in Brazil, 2009; INEGI, Database 
Mexico, 2016; World Bank, Equidad de género en el mercado laboral en Nicaragua, 2008. Notes: (1) Sectoral breakdowns vary across the benchmarks used from each region. See list of sources below. We standardized 
sector definitions. (2) Arithmetical average of statistical data from a subset of 13 countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America; (3) List of  countries includes: Botswana, Ethiopia, Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania, Zambia; (4) List of countries 
includes: Cambodia, China, India and The Philippines; (5) List of countries includes: Brazil, Mexico, Nicaragua; (6) https://bit.ly/2XbmNMt;  (7) Consumer services mostly refer to accommodation and food businesses; (8) We 
suggest to break down “Manufacturing” into two subsectors with different thresholds - In general, industries which have a NAICS 31-32.3 or NACE C10-C18 count as light manufacturing; industries with a NAICS code beginning 
32.4-33 or a NACE code C19-C32 count as heavy manufacturing. Use room for judgement as some non-capital-intensive manufacturing is light. 
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This Investor/FI guide to the 2X Criteria has been adapted from an internal guidance document for
2X Challenge Members written by Dalberg Advisors, with significant input from the 2X Challenge
Working Group. The development of this Reference Guide was made possible by the support of
FinDev Canada and CDC Group. CDC Group is funded by UK AID from the United Kingdom
Government.


